If accommodation or contact details change (LNS734)

If parent address, phone number, work details, email address or any other contact detail changes within the home country, parents are required to notify the school immediately (or in advance) of the change using the Form LNS753 Accommodation Record.

If the Australian based parent (or close relative, or Homestay carer) changes address, phone number, work details, email address or any other contact detail changes, the Australian based parent (or other relative, or the Homestay carer) is required to notify the school immediately (or in advance) of the change using the Form LNS753 Accommodation Record.

If the student changes who he/she is living with the new arrangement must be agreed and signed by the parents using Form LNS753 Accommodation Record.

The Form LNS753 is available from the Lorien Novalis School Office, on request.